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Infrastructure investment builds more than roads 
and utilities. Placemaking creates more than 
neighbourhoods. And programming populates 
more than calendars of events.

As CMLC has so capably shown with East Village, 
they create momentum…in private investment,  
in civic excitement, in people’s desires to visit  
and live here.

In 2007, we accepted the challenge of rebuilding 

East Village from the ground up—a monumental 

undertaking to be delivered over 20 years. We 

started with infrastructure improvements, which 

paved the way to strategic land sales and the 

scrupulous selection of East Village development 

partners. We tapped our passion and our aptitude 

for placemaking, and we embraced the value of 

programming as a way of bringing a neighbourhood 

to life and life to a neighbourhood.

A decade later, the landscape and the attitude 

of downtown Calgary’s east end have been 

fundamentally transformed. Our commitment of 

nearly $400 million of East Village infrastructure 

has attracted nearly $3 billion of planned 

investment, while our focus on placemaking and 

programming has attracted 1,500 new residents 

and, in 2016 alone, 120,000 visitors to Calgary’s 

newest oldest, coolest, warmest neighbourhood.

And as we enter enthusiastically into our  

second decade of Rivers District redevelopment 

and placemaking, the momentum, it seems,  

is unstoppable.

mo·men·tum (n.)

1. The force or energy exhibited by a body in motion.

2. The driving force or advancing strength of a development or course of events.
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In 2007, we were incorporated as a wholly owned 

subsidiary of The City of Calgary to implement 

and execute the Rivers District Community 
Revitalization Plan—a public infrastructure program 

aimed at kick-starting urban renewal in downtown 

Calgary’s east end.

We are not, as some believe, a not-for-profit 

organization. And while The City of Calgary is 

our shareholder, we are governed by a board 

of community leaders who, like us, envision an 

east-end district that embodies the very best of 

progressive urban redevelopment and placemaking.

Like private, for-profit development companies, 

we are responsible for funding our development 

activities—from land acquisition to vertical 

construction, from infrastructure improvements to 

the creation of public spaces, amenities and art.

Ensuring that we generate sufficient revenue to 

meet our objectives, cover our costs and pay 

down our forward debt calls for accurate demand 

forecasting, best-in-class development practices, 

stringently defined development targets and 

strategic marketing. And that’s precisely how  

we work.

CMLC is a development company.

DEVELOPING  
AS A TEAM
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The Community Revitalization Levy, or CRL, is the 

principal mechanism through which we generate 

funds for our development and placemaking 

activities. Created specifically to ensure CMLC could 

fulfil our commitment to revitalizing East Village 

and the Rivers District, the CRL provides a means 

to segregate property tax increases that result from 

our redevelopment initiatives into a revenue stream 

that finances those initiatives. 

Simply put, in today’s market every square foot of 

new commercial/retail development in the Rivers 

District yields approximately $7 in CRL. Every 

square foot of new residential development yields 

approximately $3.

Through our 20-year revitalization program in the 

Rivers District, our projected CRL generation is $801 

million. When you consider the CRL yield per square 

foot, that calls for a lot of development—nearly 

13 million square feet of it, in fact! And to reach 

our $801 million target, we still need to secure an 

additional 5.5 million SF of new development over 

the balance of the Rivers District’s CRL timeframe 

(2007–2027). We’re constantly balancing our CRL 

forecast models against our developer agreements 

and market dynamics to ensure we’re being good 

financial stewards of the EV program.

From 2007 to 2015, we allocated CRL revenues 

primarily to infrastructure and placemaking 

projects in East Village. In 2016, we forecasted that 

$200 million (of the $801 million) of CRL would 

be generated between 2017 and 2027. We then 

allocated those CRL funds to 10 projects in the 

broader Rivers District on which we’ll focus during 

our next decade of infrastructure delivery.

FUNDING  
OUR DEVELOPMENT
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By way of co-operative marketing agreements with 

our developer partners, CMLC continually shares 

and expands the East Village story and brand 

experience while ensuring that developer marketing 

and communications efforts are timely, sustained 

and highly effective. This partner-funded program 

seeks to engage prospective buyers and motivate 

purchasing decisions by telling East Village’s  

real estate story and immersing them in the  

East Village experience—something that’s especially 

important in Calgary’s current climate of economic 

uncertainty and homebuyer restraint.

Our frontline ambassador team is the ‘face’ of CMLC’s 

East Village Master Plan program. We will continue 

to deliver this important marketing program, as our 

ambassadors have proven invaluable in engaging and 

educating the public about East Village and the vision 

we’re advancing here.

SUPPORTING  
OUR PARTNERS
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“CMLC has assembled a team of experts in master 
planning, development and placemaking. They’re 
driven, nimble, entrepreneurial and, most important, 
fully committed to sustaining the incredible 
momentum they’ve built up in East Village and the 
Rivers District to help grow the east end of the city.”

—Lyle Edwards, Chairman of the Board
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“In our approach to bringing East Village back to life 
and revitalizing the broader Rivers District, we’ve 
been purposeful and strategic from the very start. 
The result is that we’ve been extraordinarily successful 
in raising a village and bringing economic momentum 
to the entire east end of downtown Calgary.”

—Michael Brown, President & CEO
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“In just 10 years, the CMLC team has exceeded expectations 
in all they’ve done to bring East Village back to life. It’s an 
exciting time as they move into their second decade of 
placemaking on downtown Calgary’s east end. By expanding 
their focus to the broader Rivers District, they are building 
even greater things for all Calgarians.”

—Mayor Naheed Nenshi



2016HIGHLIGHTS & MILESTONES



For Calgary’s first neighbourhood—now re-
emerging under CMLC’s stewardship as one of 
the city’s most sought-after places to live, visit, 
work and play—2016 was yet another year of 
exciting milestones and accomplishments as 
the master plan vision for East Village and the 
Rivers District moves ever closer to reality.

Following are some of the most compelling 
snapshots from the year’s highlight reel.
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01/02JANUARY + FEBRUARY



JANUARY FEBRUARY

CMLC celebrates completion  
of Celebration Square

After construction wrapped up in January, 

“C-Square”—EV’s second urban square—officially 

opened on February 1. Designed by SMM + MBAC 

and built by CANA, this flexible outdoor space at 

4th St. and 7th Ave. SE accommodates events and 

activities year-round. A long wooden bench offers 

ample seating, a small stage provides a perfect 

place for showcasing home-grown musical talent, 

and architectural baffles animate the movement of 

passing trains.

JANUARY PROGRAMS & EVENTS

• High Performance Rodeo’s ‘Improv Everywhere’ 

CMLC and Calgary Stampede  
forge strategic alliance

CMLC and Calgary Stampede signed  

a Memorandum of Understanding to 

collaborate on advancing Stampede  

Park’s master plan, which seeks to create a 

world-class, year-round gathering place.

FEBRUARY PROGRAMS & EVENTS

• Lion Dance in EV

JAN / FEB 2016
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03/04MARCH + APRIL



MARCH APRIL

$500 million retail/residential project 
prepares to break ground

Development partners RioCan and Embassy BOSA 

prepared for the April 13 ground-breaking for a 

major mixed-use project on EV’s Gateway Block. 

Atop 5th & Third—RioCan’s 188,000 sq ft ‘retail 

podium’ anchored by a Loblaws City Market—

Embassy BOSA is building Arris, whose two 

condominium towers will bring an additional 600 

residential units (and an additional $300 million in 

development investment) to East Village.

MARCH RETAIL OPENINGS

Merle Norman and East Village Dry Clean & 

Alterations, both in the podium of FIRST

MARCH PROGRAMS & EVENTS

• ‘In the Key of C’ in C-Square

CMLC ushers in the Juno Awards  
at Studio Bell

On April 1 at Studio Bell, home of the National  

Music Centre, CMLC and East Village presented the 

2016 Juno Welcome Reception. Welcoming around 

1,200 guests to the Juno Awards Weekend and 

giving the music world’s elite a sneak peek at how 

music will live in EV, the event included sensational 

musical entertainment along with cocktails and  

hors d’oeuvres.

CMLC concludes environmental  
analysis of West Village

In November 2015, the Mayor’s Office enlisted 

CMLC to investigate the extent of environmental 

contamination in West Village and assess risk 

management options with a view to developing the 

area into a vibrant mixed-use community. In April, 

CMLC delivered a report detailing contamination 

issues, remediation options and the area’s property 

tax revenue potential.

MAR / APR 2016
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APRIL

Placemakers Part 3: ‘The Making of  
a Great Public Library’

For the third of CMLC’s series of conversations, 

lectures and events celebrating the power of 

placemaking in East Village, CMLC invited Calgarians 

to get a behind-the-scenes look at the design, 

construction and experience of the New Central 

Library on April 8. Nearly 250 guests showed up to 

hear from the project team and to ask questions of 

our prime design architect—Snøhetta’s Craig Dykers.

APRIL PROGRAMS & EVENTS

• Pre-Show Flow, a Juno-inspired yoga event
• Glowb Ride midnight bike ride for Earth Day 
• YYC Food Trucks Spring Frenzy

APR 2016 CONT’D
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05/06MAY + JUNE



MAY JUNE

Crossroads Community Garden opens

Crossroads Community Garden welcomed its first 

gardeners on May 13. With 88 plots available for 

East Villagers to rent, the garden includes raised 

beds for gardeners with mobility challenges, 

accessible water and a communal shed designed 

by Canadian firm 5468796 Architecture. CMLC 

also began paying the East Village Neighbourhood 

Association (EV-NA) to manage and operate 

the garden. EV-NA benefits by growing their 

membership and making community connections.

MAY PROGRAMS & EVENTS

• Jane’s Walk
• ‘Pulse in the Park’ fundraiser for Fort McMurray
• Picnic in the Village 
• Tweed Ride

FRAM+Slokker’s Verve breaks ground

One of the pioneer developers in the East Village 

redevelopment, FRAM+Slokker broke ground  

on Verve—a 288-unit condominium tower on 

Riverfront Ave. SE—on June 6. It’s the first 

residential project along The Riff—a pedestrian 

thoroughfare that cuts a diagonal corridor through 

East Village.

CMLC initiates strategic planning for 
the next decade

In June, CMLC initiated a three-month strategic 

planning exercise to develop demand forecasts for 

future development scenarios, evaluate potential 

CRL generation and prioritize CRL spending 

over the balance of our 20-year commitment 

to implementing the Rivers District Community 
Revitalization Plan. With The City and our Board of 

Directors, we identified 23 potential projects and 

created a short list of 10 to analyze and action.

MAY / JUN 2016
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JUNE

CMLC tasked with evaluating  
event centre/arena facility ‘Plan B’  
in Victoria Park

At The City of Calgary’s request, CMLC initiated 

work with City Administration and Calgary Sports 

and Entertainment Corporation (CSEC) to evaluate 

the option of establishing a new event centre/arena 

facility in Victoria Park—an alternative to CSEC’s 

proposed site in West Village.

50th Anniversary of National Aboriginal 
Day celebrated on St. Patrick’s Island

On June 21, Calgarians gathered around a campfire 

on The Rise at St. Patrick’s Island to hear Blackfoot 

Elder Reg Crowshoe share stories of the people’s 

connection to the land—stories passed down over 

generations by the men and women of the Treaty 

Seven Nations. Hosted by University of Calgary 

in partnership with CMLC, the event included 

traditional dancing and teepee painting.

CMLC delves deeper into  
DDO’s development potential

On June 22, CMLC struck a DDO Steering 

Committee with The City of Calgary and Attainable 

Homes with a view to better understanding the 

development potential of the old David D. Oughton 

School site.

JUNE RETAIL OPENINGS

RedBloom Salon and Hoi Tattoo, both in the  

podium of FIRST

JUNE PROGRAMS & EVENTS

• Voices in the Village
• Gobsmacked!
• Neighbour Day

JUN 2016 CONT’D
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07JULY



JULY

National Music Centre opens

In 2008, CMLC launched a national campaign 

seeking ideas to rejuvenate the King Eddy—

Calgary’s legendary home of the blues. Cantos 

Music Foundation stepped forward with a plan 

to reinvent the hotel as Studio Bell, home of the 

National Music Centre (as it was later named). 

Designed by Portland’s Allied Works Architects, 

the $168 million project opened July 1. The stunning 

building straddles 4th St. SE via the East Village 

Skybridge, an overhead passageway.

CMLC delivers new music pavilion— 
a gift from Quebec City

In keeping with the wishes of our sister city’s 

citizens, CMLC used Quebec City’s gift of $285,000 

to construct a music pavilion near the Bow River 

between East Village and Fort Calgary. A replica of 

the gazebo in a popular public gathering space in 

the heart of Quebec City, the pavilion opened to the 

public on July 6.

JUL 2016
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JULY

St. Louis Hotel embarks on its  
next 100 years

Marking the completion of a renovation program 

that began in spring 2015, CMLC officially opened—

and moved into!—the fully restored St. Louis Hotel 

on July 15. In addition to housing our offices, the 

building’s basement will be home to the NCL 

construction site office while CMLC will use the 

main floor for a variety of neighbourhood programs 

and events.

New residents move into  
Embassy BOSA’s Pulse

The second phase of Embassy BOSA’s Evolution, 

Pulse—a 33-storey apartment condominium tower 

on 6th Ave. SE between 4th St. and 5th St.—

wrapped up construction and welcomed the new 

owners of its 271 residential units in July 2016.

JULY RETAIL OPENINGS

Rosso Coffee Roasters in Studio Bell and  

Liz & Lottie on the ground level of Fuse

JULY PROGRAMS & EVENTS

• Canada Day celebration
• Voices in the Village 
• East Village Music Pavilion Concert
• Stampede Parade Day
• EV Neighbourhood Series: Bingo
• EV Neighbourhood Series: Swing Dancing

JUL 2016 CONT’D
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08AUGUST



AUGUST

CMLC partners with Theatre Calgary  
to bring the Bard of Avon to  
St. Patrick’s Island

Following the success of 2016’s Shakespeare 

After Dark, CMLC partnered again with Theatre 

Calgary to bring Shakespeare on the Bow to 

St. Patrick’s Island for a week of performances 

in July 2017. The theme of the 2017 event is 

‘Victors, Villains and Vixens’.

CMLC delves into Arts Commons/
Olympic Plaza project

To assist The City of Calgary in advancing 

its Civic District Public Realm Strategy, we 

worked with The City and other project 

stakeholders to understand project scope 

and ambitions, support The City’s public 

engagement initiatives and prepare for project 

delivery. This included engaging a design 

architect to update the Functional Program 

and a consultant to project its costs as well as 

assessing the lifecycle of the building.

AUGUST RETAIL OPENINGS 

Frilly Lilly in the podium of FIRST

AUGUST PROGRAMS & EVENTS

• Rock the ’Walk 6, presented by Studio Bell 
• East Village Resident Day at Studio Bell 
• EV Neighbourhood Series: Board Game Night
• EV Neighbourhood Series: Printmaking
• Opera in the Village | ‘The Chautauqua Tent’ 

featuring an abbreviated version of Humperdinck’s 
Hansel and Gretel and an operatic spoof on the 
Archie Comics, Archibaldo

• EV Neighbourhood Series: Sunday Brunch

AUG 2016
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09SEPTEMBER



SEPTEMBER

New Central Library gets its unique 
outer shell

The ongoing evolution of the New Central Library 

took another giant step forward as the construction 

team began installing the 465 hexagonal panels 

that form the outer cladding of the building and 

establish the landmark structure’s iconic nature. 

The project is on track to open in fall 2018.

SuperMetal delivers 100,000-pound 
steel section for NCL

CMLC, Stuart Olson and subcontractor SuperMetal 

of Quebec installed the largest steel cross-member 

of the Truss 4 support system for Calgary’s New 

Central Library. One of five truss systems that 

form the building’s structural framework, Truss 4 

includes 13 cross members. The largest, measuring 

23 m (75 ft) long and weighing around 45,000 kg 

(100,000 lb), required a tandem lift (one mobile 

crane and a tower crane) to be set in place.

Kai installs new NCL hoarding artwork

CMLC is always on the lookout for new ways to 

add colour, vibrancy and creative energy to the 

neighbourhood through permanent or temporary art 

installations. The hoarding around the New Central 

Library construction site has been illustrated twice. 

Installed in September, the current artwork—a collage 

of images illustrating local flora and fauna and 

humanity’s place within it all—was created by Kai and 

Ricole Cabodyna.

New public art installed along Jack and 
Jean Leslie RiverWalk™

To keep the riverside promenade dynamic and 

engaging as a destination for Calgary’s residents and 

visitors, CMLC manages a curated art program for 

RiverWalk. For the newest art installation, we selected 

contemporary Canadian landscape artist Curtis Van 

Charles Sorensen, who adorned RiverWalk with a 

series of images focusing on Canadian wildlife—the 

beaver, fox, coyote, heron and others.

SEP 2016
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SEPTEMBER

Placemakers Part 4: ‘Building 
Character: Restoring EV’s  
Heritage Assets’

For CMLC’s fourth Speaker Series event on 

September 22, we invited Calgarians to gain new 

perspectives on how the city’s character and 

historical charm are being renewed and reborn 

in East Village’s heritage buildings—and to get 

a sneak peek inside the newly restored St. Louis 

Hotel. Presenters included Clint Robertson (City of 

Calgary), Chad Saunders (NMC), Walker McKinley 

(McKinley Burkart) and Mairi and Kevin Nyhoff 

(Nyhoff Architecture).

SEPTEMBER RETAIL OPENINGS 

East Village Dental in the podium  

of FIRST

SEPTEMBER PROGRAMS & EVENTS

• Saturdays in C-Square, presented by NMC 
• Beakerhead ‘BASS Ship’

SEP 2016 CONT’D
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10OCTOBER



OCTOBER

CMLC takes the lead on 9th Ave. 
Parkade project

In 2014, Calgary Parking Authority (CPA) identified 

a need for additional parking supply in East Village. 

To meet that demand, CPA decided to build a 

parking structure on one of the two properties 

currently operating as surface lots along 9th 

Ave. SE (407 and 363 9th Ave. SE). In 2016, we 

worked with the project partners to prepare a 

Development Agreement and execute a Purchase 

& Sale Agreement. The project is now under the 

stewardship of CMLC.

CMLC advances 3rd Street SE  
Public Realm program

Encompassing approximately five city blocks from 

9th Ave. SE to the Bow River, the 3rd Street SE 

Streetscape Improvement Project is dramatically 

reshaping a space once dominated by vehicles and 

LRT lines into a pedestrian-oriented streetscape 

that connects the New Central Library with 

RiverWalk and the Bow River. In 2016, we worked 

with the project team to advance the program 

design in anticipation of starting construction in  

Q1 2017.

OCTOBER RETAIL OPENINGS

Five Art & Merchandise and Davidson Jewels,  

both in the podium of FIRST

OCTOBER PROGRAMS & EVENTS

• Saturdays in C-Square
• Fall for East Village
• Hallow’s Eve in the Village: Godric’s Hollow

OCT 2016
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11NOVEMBER



NOVEMBER

Alt Hotel breaks ground in  
East Village

On November 2, Group Germain Hotels and  

Homes by Avi began construction on a $40 million 

co-developed hospitality project—a new Alt Hotel 

at the corner of Confluence Way and 6th Ave. SE. 

The first phase of the project will be three levels of 

underground parking. Construction of the parking 

structure will be managed by Homes by Avi Group 

of Companies.

Hilton Hotel opens its doors

In April 2012, CMLC announced a major land deal 

with US-based Widewaters Group—a real estate 

development and management company with 

extensive experience in retail, hospitality and office 

development—to build a 320-room dual-branded 

Hilton Hotel on 4th St. SE—the first new hotel in 

EV’s modern history. Construction began in 2015; 

and on November 23, 2016, East Village’s Hilton 

Garden Inn and Homewood Suites welcomed its 

first guests.

The Hat breaks ground… 
and renters rejoice!

Early in 2015, CMLC secured the sale of a land parcel 

on the corner of 5th St. and 7th Ave. SE to Cidex 

Developments. Dubbed ‘The Hat’, the $100-million 

project will be the first residential rental 

development in the newly revitalized East Village, 

opening the neighbourhood to urban explorers 

interested in residential rental opportunities. 

NOVEMBER PROGRAMS & EVENTS

• #LoveYYC Day: RiverWalk Art Talk & Tour
• Beard Run & Movember Market
• The Field Manual: A Making Of 

NOV 2016
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12DECEMBER



DECEMBER

City approves CMLC’s 2017-2019 
Business Plan

As CMLC’s sole shareholder, The City of Calgary’s 

council approved our Business Plan for the next 

three years. Our 2017–2019 Business Plan sets out 

the Rivers District infrastructure projects on which 

CMLC will focus and toward which we’ll direct our 

final $200 million of CRL capture during the second 

half of our 20-year revitalization program.

DECEMBER PROGRAMS & EVENTS

• The Field Manual: A Making Of
• #evKissmas

DEC 2016
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As we launch enthusiastically into our second 

decade of redevelopment and placemaking in  

East Village and the Rivers District, we look eagerly 

forward to sharing many more milestones and 

accomplishments like the ones that made 2016  

such a remarkable year.

And to sustaining the wave of momentum we’ve 

created in downtown Calgary’s east end.

For CMLC’s 2016 financials, board attendance, 

governance committees and report from 

management, please see the companion  

document to this ‘Highlight Reel’ entitled  

CMLC Annual Report 2016 Financial Report.

RIDING THE MOMENTUM INTO 2017
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